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Hello
runners 1/2
I can’t describe how much we are looking forward to seeing
you on Sunday morning of 5th September at our very special
edition of the Cancer Research UK London Summer Run –
made possible by the goodwill and support of our superb
partners in London.
It’s going to be a celebration of so much that is good in
life. So many wonderful people getting together. Getting
together to challenge ourselves and celebrate our
achievements. Getting together to support each other
and people we love. Getting together to volunteer and be
part of a huge team delivering a hugely rewarding project.
Getting together to raise money for the vital funds that
Cancer Research UK put to such good use to help rid of
us of cancer. Getting together in the heart of the world’s
greatest city to celebrate what it means to us – and support
those whose livelihoods require a vibrant city. Feeling the
combined positive spirit and energy.
As ever, we all owe a big thank you to London and the
powers behind the scenes for having such a positive attitude
towards this event. They continue to work with us to support
the community in London, and provide an inspiring platform
to help keep people fit and active, whilst raising money for
Cancer Research UK every year (now over £4 million from
this event alone).
Continued over...
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Hello
runners 2/2
Our amazing route takes in the best of the City of
Westminster, the City of London, Camden as well as Trafalgar
Square which is managed by the GLA and the Mayor’s
Office. We are blessed with some of London’s greatest
sights, which should help ensure the KMs fly by on event day.
Another big thank you is to the volunteers, without whom
we couldn’t deliver this event – and without whom none
of these events would happen. Hundreds of volunteers are
ready at 7am (some earlier) and leave long after you have a
medal around your neck. They travel from
far and wide to help be part of your
big day. If you get the chance, please
thank them too.
Finally, a big well done to you for
joining this special party – something
to cherish for many years to come.
Take care and see you in London.
Nick
Nick Rusling,
CEO, Human Race
Organisers of the Cancer Research UK
London Summer Run
AND London Winter Run
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COVID-19
To ensure a safe and comfortable experience for all our
runners, the Cancer Research UK London Summer Run
has been planned in a socially distanced way. We are
grateful for the support of the local councils and other
stakeholders who have helped make the event possible
at a difficult time.
We have invested in many measures to ensure our
runners are more spread out than previous events,
and facilities are suitable for the current climate. There
will be various measures in place and things that you
need to do, and we’d like to thank you in advance for
following the important part you will play in keeping
yourself and your fellow runners safe.
Further relevant information regarding the measures in
place will be shared with you via email to help you to
understand what to expect on Sunday 5th September.
Please ensure you open and read the emails as they
will include crucial information on what you need to
do and bring. If for any reason you do not receive any
communication emails from us they can also be found
on this section of our website.
In addition, our website has a dedicated section that will
be updated with the information you need to know. You
can click here to view it.
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LOCATIONS 1/2
BAG DROP

8 Northumberland Avenue, WC2N 5BY. The bag drop will be
limited in size so please don’t use it if you don’t need to - we
recommend instead that you arrive ‘run ready’ or someone holds
your stuff for you instead. Note, for those who have run the
Cancer Research UK London Winter Run in previous years that
this is a new location for 2021 and we will be telling you what
stations you need to use to avoid crossing the route twice.

START

Duncannon Street
(accessed only via the start access point on Cockspur Street).

WELCOME AREA

Located between Trafalgar Square and Whitehall
(on the main road close to the bottom of Nelson’s Column).

FINISH

The finish line is on Whitehall.
A site map will be available on the route section of our
website by Monday 16th August.

START TIMES 09:30 – 11:30

Starting order will be indicated by the colour and animal on your
numbered bib. Please listen for instructions from our team.
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LOCATIONS 2/2
YOUR ALLOCATED ARRIVAL TIME

There are multiple allocated start times in order to stagger arrivals
and allow for social distancing.
l You will be sent an email which will tell you the time that you
must arrive at the Welcome Area (outside Trafalgar Square) for your
allocated Start Wave.
l Please do not come to the Welcome Area earlier than this time.
l If you arrive in Central London early please wait away from the
Trafalgar Square area and only come into that space at the time asked.
l This will help us maintain social distancing and a safe environment
for all (which we need to do even though restrictions have been
lifted) - please help us keep within our strict capacity and help
everybody have a smooth, enjoyable and safe day.

IN ADDITION PLEASE BE AWARE THAT….

l There will be various one-way systems etc in place which will
affect your route to the Welcome Area from a station
l You will be sent which station(s) you must use for your Start Wave
(and whether you are intending to use the Bag Drop or not)
l You will be sent estimated walking times from these stations so
that you can plan your morning and what time you need to set off in
order to hit your required arrival time at the Welcome Area.

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR
REQUIRED ARRIVAL TIME IS?

Your individual arrival time will be sent to you via email on
Wednesday 1st September.
A full list of arrival times for all participants will also be posted on
www.londonsummerrun.co.uk the same day.
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TRAVEL
The direction you approach the Welcome Area
and the station that you will need to use will
depend on your start wave and whether or not
you need to use the Bag Drop. We will be emailing
you around 10 days before the event with detail
about which stations you should use.
Please allow plenty of time for your journey and
don’t forget to check in the days before the event
for any engineering works on your train or tube
lines so you can make any necessary adjustments.
We would recommend that you also re-check your
journey again the morning of the event as some
tube lines have been running a reduced service
without notice due to the “pingdemic” affecting
driver numbers, so there is a risk that a well
planned and okay journey may get affected!”
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ITEMS TO BRING
WITH YOU 1/2
APPROPRIATE CLOTHING

The British weather can be unpredictable so please ensure you check
the forecast in advance and prepare appropriately. Should the weather
be inclement and wet please dress sensibly. You’re likely to be in direct
sunlight at times, so we highly recommend that you apply plenty of
sun cream.

AN OLD TOP

If you would like to wear an old top to the start to keep you warm / dry
you can do so and leave it in a pen just before the start line. The tops will
then be donated to Cancer Research UK who will either sell them in their
shops or recycle them to raise funds.

MOBILE PHONE, TRAVEL CARD AND MONEY

Nearly all forms of London transport now accept contactless payment,
but you may wish to carry some cash should you need it during your day.

YOUR RACE NUMBER + SAFETY PINS

Your running bib will be sent to you in advance, and it’s essential that you
bring this with you to the event. It contains your timing chip, and also
works as your proof of entry to stewards.
On the reverse of your number please complete the required details.
If you registered for the event at least two months in advance we have
personalised your bib with your preferred name. If you registered after
this time feel free to write your name on the front of it so we can cheer
you around the course!
The number should be attached to the front of your top, with many
people choosing to use safety pins, although other attachment solutions
are available to purchase from many retailers. If you choose to use safety
pins please make sure you source this before the event, as they will not
be available on the day.
Gifting or transferring your place to another person is not allowed in our
T&Cs for safety reasons, and this year that is more important than ever
due to track and trace.
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ITEMS TO BRING
WITH YOU 2/2
WATER

For sustainability reasons there won’t be a water station on the course
route this year, so if you think you might need water whilst running then
please bring some with you. Water will be provided at the finish line.

OFFICIAL recyclable BAG DROP BAG

Each runner has been supplied with a blue drawstring bag in your pack.
Thanks to feedback from our previous events these are now made from
recyclable material, although we still encourage you to keep and
re-use your bag after the event.
This is the ONLY bag that will be accepted at the bag drop – please do
not bring any others. Please put all your items including any layers you
are wearing into this bag before you reach the front of the queue to keep
the process as speedy as possible for all.

RECOMMENDED – ARRIVE RUN READY

To get the smoothest and quickest experience out of the
Cancer Research UK London Summer Run we highly recommend that
you arrive at the event “run ready”. This will allow you to skip the bag
drop process completely, minimising the amount of walking you need to
do, and avoiding any queues at the bag drop.
If attending with somebody who will not be running, we suggest they
hold any items you do not wish to run with.

FRIENDS AND FAMILY

Why not invite someone to cheer you on? Spectators are welcome at the
event but please do ask them to ensure that they stay distanced from
others when at the event.
Don’t forget to identify a place to meet up with any fellow runners
after you have finished. Due to the crowds that will be there on the day
it will make it difficult to find people, so remember to make this place
somewhere away from the finish area itself, and also make it specific e.g.
a specific coffee shop, lamppost or tree, rather than just a general area.
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your
event pack 1/2
In your event pack you will find…
OFFICIAL RECYCLABLE bag DROP BAG

The blue drawstring bag in your pack is the ONLY bag that will
be accepted at the bag drop – please do not bring any others.
Please put all your items including your coat etc. into this bag
before you reach the front of the queue to keep the process as
speedy as possible for all. Please remember to reuse and recycle
your bag after the event!
IMPORTANT Where possible it is recommended that you leave
your kit with friends/family as an alternative in order to avoid
any queues at the bag drop.

YOUR NUMBER

In your race pack you will receive a running number, this must
be attached to your outside garment on your front with safety
pins (we do not supply the safety pins so don’t forget them!).
This must be visible at all times. On the reverse of your number
please complete the required details. You might see your name
on the front of your running number for cheering purposes. If
you registered for the event after 8th of July 2021 your number
will not have your name on it, please feel free to write your name
on the front of it so we can cheer you around the course!
Your race number will also indicate which wave you are in. Please
check the colour of the bottom strip, and which animal you are.
For example, ‘Yellow Dolphin’ is the Yellow Dolphin wave.
PLEASE NOTE This running number also contains your
timing chip so don’t forget or lose it!
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your
event pack 2/2
You WILL NOT be able to pick up your event pack on the day of
the event. All UK registered event packs will be posted out prior
to the event. If your pack does not arrive for any reason, please
visit the ‘event pack pick up’ on Saturday 4th September at
the Radisson Blue Edwardian Hampshire Hotel, 31-36 Leicester
Square, London WC2H 7LH between 11am and 4pm to collect a
replacement pack. Packs CANNOT be picked up on event day.
For any international entries, please collect your event packs
from the ‘event pack pick up’ on Saturday the 4th September
at Radisson Blue Edwardian Hampshire Hotel, 31-36 Leicester
Square, London WC2H 7LH between 11am and 4pm.

Packs CANNOT be picked up on event day

CAN’T COLLECT YOUR EVENT PACK?

In the event you are unable to collect your event pack, someone
can collect it on your behalf with a signed note providing
permission from the original registrant. The original registrant
must still run in the event. This is only a solution for pack
collection and not a transfer model.

PICK UP International and Lost Packs
WHERE Radisson Blue Edwardian Hampshire Hotel,
31-36 Leicester Square, London WC2H 7LH
WHEN Saturday 4th September 11:00am - 4:00pm

Please bring photo ID with you in order to pick up your pack.
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EVENT
TOILETS
VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION!

Not the most glamorous of topics we know, but an important
one all the same. Given space restrictions in Central London,
and building works taking place, there will be a limited amount
of toilets available.
The toilets will also be split into different locations, some of
which will be along the arrival routes from the tube station you
have been told to use.
Please follow the event signage and listen to the marshals who
will direct you to the most suitable location.
If you think that you will need to use the toilet before you start,
please do build in additional time for queuing.
Please always be respectful of all property and to those around
you by only using the provided temporary toilet units or other
public toilets. Please note that the public toilets in Trafalgar
Square will be closed until after the start process has finished
(note they also require a fee to be paid to use them - please do
not attempt to jump the barriers).
Please only use public toilets or the portaloos provided and
please do not use any side streets or St James Park or Green
Park as a substitute.
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THE COURSE

MEDICAL
INFORMATION
If you feel unwell before the
Cancer Research UK London Summer
Run, or have been asked to isolate due to
COVID-19, then please do not travel to the
event or take part.
All of our runners will be required to fill in a “Health
Declaration” form in the final days before the event.
Further details of this will be shared via email so please
keep an eye out for it. We will also be asking you to do a
Lateral Flow Test before the event, and not to travel in and
attend if it is positive.
Before you run please fill in the back of your numbered
bib, which asks for key medical information along with any
allergies. A professional medical team will be at the event.
If you become unwell during your 10k run please tell a
marshal.
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event
safety 1/2
Your safety is our number priority as you take on the
Cancer Research UK London Summer Run with us. The below
covers important safety information you need to know, in
addition to the COVID-19 specific arrangements covered earlier
in this guide.

HYDRATION

It’s important that you are aware that there will not be water
distributed on the route, and therefore you need to manage
your own hydration on the day. Please ensure that you drink
plenty of fluids before you run with us. If you think that you will
need water during the run then you are allowed to carry a water
bottle or similar to use. There will not be anywhere to fill up your
bottle on site so bring it full.
Even if you don’t usually hydrate before/during your runs please
don’t underestimate the need to do so if the weather is warm.
Water will be provided to all finishers after they cross the line.

HEADPHONES

To get the safest and most enjoyable experience at the
Cancer Research UK London Summer Run, we recommend that
you do not wear headphones. However, if you decide to run with
headphones please only use in one ear and keep the volume
as low as possible. Please also ensure that you look around you
whenever changing your direction on the course or running
around someone. With limited hearing your understanding
of runners around you is reduced, so please pay attention to
prevent any collisions with your fellow participants.
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COURSE
SAFETY
Please remain aware of your surroundings
and your safety at all times, and listen to any
instructions given to you by marshals.
Medical vehicles and motorbikes will be deployed
at locations along the route, however they will only
move in the event that they have to respond to
an incident. Watch out for them and move over or
wait to let them pass if asked.
It is unlikely, but in a 999 situation an emergency
vehicle may also enter the route on blue lights
and runners may need to be temporarily held or
moved to the side to allow it through. Should this
occur please listen to any instructions given to you
by marshals.
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FUNDRAISE &
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Thank you for signing up!

At Cancer Research UK, we’re delighted to be the official charity partner
of London’s Winter Run. It’s thanks to the generosity of incredible
runners like you, that this partnership has raised more than £4 million
towards life-saving research.
Since the start of the pandemic, we’ve had to reduce the amount we
planned to spend on research by £121m. Our ambition of 3 in 4 people
surviving cancer by 2034 remains unchanged. Despite these significant
cuts, we will remain the world’s leading charitable funder of cancer
research. 1 in 2 of us will get cancer. All of us can support the
research that will beat it. We can’t do this without you.

Together we will beat cancer

With every kilometre you run and every pound you raise,
you’re a huge part of our team. By fundraising or donating
just £50 could fund one of Cancer Research UK’s cancer
information nurses for two hours, offering confidential
support to people affected by cancer. The nurses are
available every weekday and are happy to answer
any questions or concerns about a cancer diagnosis,
symptoms or treatment options.

Are you one of our
exclusive fundraisers?

If you selected the “Cancer Research UK’s Exclusive
Fundraiser Entry” and have raised £150 or more you’ll
be able to collect your Exclusive Fundraiser Medal once
you’ve crossed the finish line and after you’ve collected
your finisher medal, by showing your gold fundraiser
race number!

START FUNDRAISING NOW
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Exclusive
Fundraiser
Medal

FUn on
course
Our event wouldn’t be the same without a number of
extraordinary, inspiring and silly things happening around
the course as you run your 10k.
Here’s a little taste of what 2021 has in store.

BEACH PARTY

Our popular penguins are back again, but this time they are
taking a holiday to the beach. Expect some summer party
classics to be pumped out by our DJ as you venture through
the middle of London’s most remarkable get together.

LIVE MUSIC

We know you love live music as you run to keep you
motivated, so we’ve lined up some of our greatest hits from
previous years, and scattered them around the route to
spur you on. Acts include Rock Choir, Drumworks, Pantasy
Steel Band, Capital Connections

NEW LARGER THAN LIFE CHARACTERS

Joining some of our cherished favourite such as Bear Chills,
you’ll encounter the new flamingo section, plus plenty of
friendly sharks and our team of lifeguards (slow motion
running very much encouraged).
There’s plenty more fun and surprises in store before,
during and after your 10k, so keep your eyes peeled at
every stage of your journey!
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OUR
volunteers
We have a fantastic team of volunteers signed
up and looking forward to seeing you on event
day - please do say hello to those that you see!
We would love to add more numbers to the
team so if you know of anyone, or any group,
that might like to volunteer at the event please
do ask them to check out here to see how to
get involved and to sign up!
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summer run
merchandise
We felt that such an epic event deserved
some equally legendary clothing options,
check out our brand new merch shop
buy clicking on any of the items.
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event
photography
PRE-ORDER YOUR PHOTOS TODAY
Cherish your Cancer Research UK London
Summer Run memories forever with your
digital event photos from AWOLAdventure
Your Cancer Research UK London Summer
Run race photos will be provided by AWOL
Adventure. Pre-order your photo bundle
today to get an exclusive 50% discount! This
exclusive offer ends midnight 4th September.

PRE-ORDER YOUR RACE
PHOTOS FOR JUST
£10 TODAY
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The UK’s
favourite
10k returns

Sunday 13th February 2022
Register from Sunday 5th September 2021

FINISH LINE RECOVERY
WITH SCIENCE IN SPORT
At Science in Sport we push the boundaries
of science and nutrition, so you can push the
boundaries of performance. We work side-by-side
with elite athletes in every field to ensure that you
have the right nutrition at the right moments.
Once you’ve crossed the finish line and picked up
your well-deserved medal, it’s time to celebrate!
Enjoy the moment and repair with a Science in Sport
Protein Bar – with 20g of protein and 219 calories
eat immediately to kick
off your recovery journey
and be back to race ready
as quickly as possible.
Find out more here.

EXCLUSIVE
TASTER OFFER

Science in Sport have put
together a taster pack
of products to help you
fuel your training days
for just £10 with code
LSRTASTER10 at checkout.
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Unlock your running potential with a truly immersive experience.
Technology-driven, human-centered.
Featuring OnScan technology — measuring key run attributes to
provide
instant feedback
on your
running
formimmersive
with expert analysis
Unlock your
running
potential
with
a truly
experience.
and
data
driven
advice
on
the
best
products
for
you.
This
is
Technology-driven, human-centered.
combined with a custom-built invisible foot scanner to guarantee
the perfect size, accurate to within 1.25mm.

Featuring OnScan technology — measuring key run attributes to
The Lab will also serve as a community hub with a weekly activity
provide instant
feedback on your running form with expert analysis
schedule for runners and athletes of all backgrounds.
and data driven advice on the best products for you. This is
combinedCome
with by
a custom-built invisible foot scanner
to guarantee
Location
5th Augustto
to within
Monday 30th
August
31 New Inn Yard,
the perfectThursday
size, accurate
1.25mm.
Tuesday — Saturday, 11am —7pm
Sunday (and bank holidays), 11am — 6pm
will
alsoClosed
serve as a community hub
Monday,

London EC2A 3EY

The Lab
with a weekly activity
schedule for runners and athletes of all backgrounds.
Event schedule
Tuesdays
6pm
R/O/C run club
Wednesdays 6pm
Running drills clinic
Location
Thursdays
6pm
Expert speaker series with The Running Channel
5th
August 10am
to Monday
30th August
31 New Inn Yard,
Saturdays
S&C for runners with Third Space

Come by
Thursday
Tuesday — Saturday, 11am —7pm
Sunday (and bank holidays), 11am — 6pm
Monday, Closed
on-running.com/london-lab

London EC2A 3EY

